QUINTET SWAMPS FITCHBURG NORMAL
Crippled M.I.T. Swimming Team Noses Out Amherst College 39 to 32

ENGINEERS PILE UP 58 POINTS IN SLOW GAME; MEET YALE TOMORROW

Technology's fast quintet smothered Fitchburg Normal in the Hanger Gym last night 58-16, and missed making an even 60 by a fraction of a second. The engineers took the lead at the start and by the end of the 39 points, Johnny Reynolds, Dartmouth transfer, was the high point man, scoring for a player a fast game.

Coach McCurry used 11 men and substitutes Johnson, Spahr and Nadon showed up very well. All these dems will see a lot of a few years during the next few days as there are three games this coming week. Yale tomorrow, Wesleyan at Tech Saturday and Northwestern on their home floor free exams on the following Tuesday.

McCutchin will not play again until after examinations, partly due to his health and partly due to his studies. Coach McCutty definitely announced that he will call on the Fitchburg boys for a game that will be held at Fitchburg Normal next week. They have a good chance of doing well tomorrow night down at New Haven.

The summary:

```
M. I. T. 15
Fitchburg Normal 1
```

BOY'S CLUB SWAMPS FRESHMAN SWIMMERS

Technology's freshman swimming team defeated the Boston Boy's Club Swimming team, to the tune of 15 points. James Packard set a record for the 100 yard breaststroke by the Boy's Club to beat him out.

The Boy's Club was the only dual winner. He captured the 40 and 100 yard freestyle, in the 100 yard event. Swimmy just out swam William Lynch, holder of the record for the distance.

```
BOY'S CLUB 15
FRESHMAN 1
```

SCHOOL RECORD IN 440 YARD SWIM IS BROKEN BY JAROSH

(Continued from Page 1)

The dual record of 1:47.5 held over the man and another man streaked out just a little harder before the two men were able to get by these two men. The breast stroke was also very close, but Jarosh of Amherst forged ahead in the last lap, the two men, neither one of whom ever anticipated the record. The last to get by these two men.

About the only event that the Engineers took with ease was the medley in which the Cardinals and Gray mixture, Vandenburgh, McIvor, and Boudreau will be left, the team seems able to get along pretty well without any help from repairs. These are the men that will have to start to finish with the exception of the last leg of the two men.

These boys are dangerous whenever they get themselves in combinations and the Cardinal and Gray mixture are a very valuable man and a very valuable asset to the team. Vandenburgh, McIvor, and Boudreau are a very valuable man and the Cardinals and Gray mixture are a very valuable asset to the team. Vandenburgh, McIvor, and Boudreau are a very valuable man and the Cardinals and Gray mixture are a very valuable asset to the team.

The summary:

```
Swimming, M.I.T. 14
Basketball, M.I.T. 58
Fitchburg Normal 16
Hockey, M.I.T. 4
Yale 1
```

BULLDOGS SWAMP ENGINEER SEXTET

Ding Palmer, Sensational Yale Wing, Leads Attack With Five Goals

Yale proved to be far too strong for Technology in the hockey game at New Haven Saturday evening and the final score of 12 to 1, is a fair indication of the difference between the teams. The following Ely team was on the aggressive throughout, scoring three goals in each of the first two periods, and six in the final period.

As was expected, Ding Palmer, sensational Yale wing, led the attack of the Bulldogs and five of his shots were made by the Technology goalies before the final whistle blew. Capt. Vaughan and Curtis, the other Yale regular forwards, were not far behind their teammate and each managed to score three goals, while Bent, substituting for Currier, contributed his share.

The summary:

```
Bulldogs 26
Engineers 2
```

FROSTY MATEN SCORER TIES AGAINST YNN

Fast Work Shown By Both Sides in First Practice Meet

In a snappy set of practice bouts Friday night the yearling matmen came off to a rip with the elimination of the Lynn "Y." Good work and fast play was shown by both teams, in particular the Lynn "Y." and the result was 3-6 in favor of the Engineers.

```
Ties 11
```

WHEN THE YEARLING MATMEN CAME OFF TO A RIP WITH THE ELIMINATION OF THE LYNN "Y." GOOD WORK AND FAST PLAY WAS SHOWN BY BOTH TEAMS.

DORREY OF BOSTON MEETS MEDALS AND SPIRIT TROPHIES

FORTY-FOURmed Gold, Silver, Bronze Awards Given at Annual Banquet

The University of Texas owns and derives a large income from oil fields. The university is seeking several million dollars in antiques from the owners of its oil lands.

SIMPLEX WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY

Simplicity and reliability are the outstanding features of all Simplicity products. The term "simplicity" means the elimination of all unnecessary details and the incorporation of only those elements which are essential to the proper functioning of the product.
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